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the many fermenting and disturbing forces among
the peoples in the last generation.
This new conception has still far to go. We have
still to learn, if not on our lips, then in our hearts,
that the new cosmopolitan must not apply the same
measuring tape to all imaginative production: that
he must cultivate a wide-hearted, sympathetic toler-
ance. Nay, not tolerance, but a recognition that the
real cosmopolitan writer is not the poet who cuts
his coat and adjusts his taste to please all peoples :
but he who gives fullest and truest expression to the
aspects of his own personality and the soul of his own
people.
Only on such a condition, it seems to me, can there
be that reunion of the nations, for which we all—
all of us who have suffered such grievous spiritual
shipwreck in the Great War—devoutly and longingly
look.
In bringing this, I fear, rather desultory talk to a
conclusion, I would utter a word of warning against
a barren form of literary cosmopolitanism which
has been making itself conspicuous in recent critical
work on the continent. The man who aspires to be
a real cosmopolitan—and is not this the aim of all
our studies of modern literature?—must guard
himself carefully against becoming what our German
friends contemptuously call an " Allerweltsmensch ".
This is merely to ape the tastes of other peoples.
I have found in so many recent continental works
dealing with our English literature, the tacit conviction
that perfection is achieved when the writer has
succeeded in appropriating our national judgment,
and when his opinion is the merest echo of what we—
or often, where the present day is concerned, our
glib journalists—think about our own literature.
And I daresay if the writing of our English tongue
were not such an infinitely difficult task, he would
complete his own de-nationalization by giving us our
own estimates in our own speech. This is not

